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QUESTION NO: 1
SCENARIO Please use the following to answer the next question:
Your organization, the Chicago (U.S.)-based Society for Urban Greenspace, has used the same vendor to operate all
aspects of an online store for several years. As a small nonprofit, the Society cannot afford the higher-priced options, but you
have been relatively satisfied with this budget vendor, Shopping Cart Saver (SCS). Yes, there have been some issues.
Twice, people who purchased items from the store have had their credit card information used fraudulently subsequent to
transactions on your site, but in neither case did the investigation reveal with certainty that the Society’s store had been
hacked. The thefts could have been employee-related.
Just as disconcerting was an incident where the organization discovered that SCS had sold information it had collected from
customers to third parties. However, as Jason Roland, your SCS account representative, points out, it took only a phone call
from you to clarify expectations and the “misunderstanding” has not occurred again.
As an information-technology program manager with the Society, the role of the privacy professional is only one of many you
play. In all matters, however, you must consider the financial bottom line. While these problems with privacy protection have
been significant, the additional revenues of sales of items such as shirts and coffee cups from the store have been
significant. The Society’s operating budget is slim, and all sources of revenue are essential.
Now a new challenge has arisen. Jason called to say that starting in two weeks, the customer data from the store would now
be stored on a data cloud. “The good news,” he says, “is that we have found a low-cost provider in Finland, where the data
would also be held. So, while there may be a small charge to pass through to you, it won’t be exorbitant, especially
considering the advantages of a cloud.”
Lately, you have been hearing about cloud computing and you know it’s fast becoming the new paradigm for various
applications. However, you have heard mixed reviews about the potential impacts on privacy protection. You begin to
research and discover that a number of the leading cloud service providers have signed a letter of intent to work together on
shared conventions and technologies for privacy protection. You make a note to find out if Jason’s Finnish provider is signing
on.
What is the best way for your vendor to be clear about the Society’s breach notification expectations?
A. Include notification provisions in the vendor contract
B. Arrange regular telephone check-ins reviewing expectations
C. Send a memorandum of understanding on breach notification
D. Email the regulations that require breach notifications

ANSWER: A

QUESTION NO: 2
In which situation would a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) be the least likely to be required?
A. If a company created a credit-scoring platform five years ago.
B. If a health-care professional or lawyer processed personal data from a patient's file.
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C. If a social media company created a new product compiling personal data to generate user profiles.
D. If an after-school club processed children's data to determine which children might have food allergies.

ANSWER: D

QUESTION NO: 3
SCENARIO Please use the following to answer the next question:
Amira is thrilled about the sudden expansion of NatGen. As the joint Chief Executive Officer (CEO) with her long-time
business partner Sadie, Amira has watched the company grow into a major competitor in the green energy market. The
current line of products includes wind turbines, solar energy panels, and equipment for geothermal systems. A talented team
of developers means that NatGen's line of products will only continue to grow.
With the expansion, Amira and Sadie have received advice from new senior staff members brought on to help manage the
company's growth. One recent suggestion has been to combine the legal and security functions of the company to ensure
observance of privacy laws and the company's own privacy policy. This sounds overly complicated to Amira, who wants
departments to be able to use, collect, store, and dispose of customer data in ways that will best suit their needs. She does
not want administrative oversight and complex structuring to get in the way of people doing innovative work.
Sadie has a similar outlook. The new Chief Information Officer (CIO) has proposed what Sadie believes is an unnecessarily
long timetable for designing a new privacy program. She has assured him that NatGen will use the best possible equipment
for electronic storage of customer and employee data. She simply needs a list of equipment and an estimate of its cost. But
the CIO insists that many issues are necessary to consider before the company gets to that stage.
Regardless, Sadie and Amira insist on giving employees space to do their jobs. Both CEOs want to entrust the monitoring of
employee policy compliance to low-level managers. Amira and Sadie believe these managers can adjust the company
privacy policy according to what works best for their particular departments. NatGen's CEOs know that flexible
interpretations of the privacy policy in the name of promoting green energy would be highly unlikely to raise any concerns
with their customer base, as long as the data is always used in course of normal business activities.
Perhaps what has been most perplexing to Sadie and Amira has been the CIO's recommendation to institute a privacy
compliance hotline. Sadie and Amira have relented on this point, but they hope to compromise by allowing employees to
take turns handling reports of privacy policy violations. The implementation will be easy because the employees need no
special preparation. They will simply have to document any concerns they hear.
Sadie and Amira are aware that it will be challenging to stay true to their principles and guard against corporate culture
strangling creativity and employee morale. They hope that all senior staff will see the benefit of trying a unique approach.
What Data Lifecycle Management (DLM) principle should the company follow if they end up allowing departments to interpret
the privacy policy differently?
A. Prove the authenticity of the company's records.
B. Arrange for official credentials for staff members.
C. Adequately document reasons for inconsistencies.
D. Create categories to reflect degrees of data importance.

ANSWER: C
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QUESTION NO: 4
What have experts identified as an important trend in privacy program development?
A. The narrowing of regulatory definitions of personal information.
B. The rollback of ambitious programs due to budgetary restraints.
C. The movement beyond crisis management to proactive prevention.
D. The stabilization of programs as the pace of new legal mandates slows.

ANSWER: C

QUESTION NO: 5
SCENARIO Please use the following to answer the next question:
Edufox has hosted an annual convention of users of its famous e-learning software platform, and over time, it has become a
grand event. It fills one of the large downtown conference hotels and overflows into the others, with several thousand
attendees enjoying three days of presentations, panel discussions and networking. The convention is the centerpiece of the
company's product rollout schedule and a great training opportunity for current users. The sales force also encourages
prospective clients to attend to get a better sense of the ways in which the system can be customized to meet diverse needs
and understand that when they buy into this system, they are joining a community that feels like family.
This year's conference is only three weeks away, and you have just heard news of a new initiative supporting it: a
smartphone app for attendees. The app will support late registration, highlight the featured presentations and provide a
mobile version of the conference program. It also links to a restaurant reservation system with the best cuisine in the areas
featured. "It's going to be great," the developer, Deidre Hoffman, tells you, "if, that is, we actually get it working!" She laughs
nervously but explains that because of the tight time frame she'd been given to build the app, she outsourced the job to a
local firm. "It's just three young people," she says, "but they do great work." She describes some of the other apps they have
built. When asked how they were selected for this job, Deidre shrugs. "They do good work, so I chose them."
Deidre is a terrific employee with a strong track record. That's why she's been charged to deliver this rushed project. You're
sure she has the best interests of the company at heart, and you don't doubt that she's under pressure to meet a deadline
that cannot be pushed back. However, you have concerns about the app's handling of personal data and its security
safeguards. Over lunch in the break room, you start to talk to her about it, but she quickly tries to reassure you, "I'm sure with
your help we can fix any security issues if we have to, but I doubt there'll be any. These people build apps for a living, and
they know what they're doing. You worry too much, but that's why you're so good at your job!"
Since it is too late to restructure the contract with the vendor or prevent the app from being deployed, what is the best step
for you to take next?
A. Implement a more comprehensive suite of information security controls than the one used by the vendor.
B. Ask the vendor for verifiable information about their privacy protections so weaknesses can be identified.
C. Develop security protocols for the vendor and mandate that they be deployed.
D. Insist on an audit of the vendor's privacy procedures and safeguards.
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ANSWER: B

QUESTION NO: 6
What is the main reason to begin with 3-5 key metrics during the program development process?
A. To avoid undue financial costs.
B. To keep the focus on the main organizational objectives.
C. To minimize selective data use.
D. To keep the process limited to as few people as possible.

ANSWER: C

QUESTION NO: 7
Which is NOT an influence on the privacy environment external to an organization?
A. Management team priorities.
B. Regulations.
C. Consumer demand.
D. Technological advances.

ANSWER: C

QUESTION NO: 8
SCENARIO Please use the following to answer the next question:
It's just what you were afraid of. Without consulting you, the information technology director at your organization launched a
new initiative to encourage employees to use personal devices for conducting business. The initiative made purchasing a
new, high-specification laptop computer an attractive option, with discounted laptops paid for as a payroll deduction spread
over a year of paychecks. The organization is also paying the sales taxes. It's a great deal, and after a month, more than half
the organization's employees have signed on and acquired new laptops. Walking through the facility, you see them happily
customizing and comparing notes on their new computers, and at the end of the day, most take their laptops with them,
potentially carrying personal data to their homes or other unknown locations. It's enough to give you data-protection
nightmares, and you've pointed out to the information technology Director and many others in the organization the potential
hazards of this new practice, including the inevitability of eventual data loss or theft.
Today you have in your office a representative of the organization's marketing department who shares with you, reluctantly,
a story with potentially serious consequences. The night before, straight from work, with laptop in hand, he went to the Bull
and Horn Pub to play billiards with his friends. A fine night of sport and socializing began, with the laptop "safely" tucked on a
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bench, beneath his jacket. Later that night, when it was time to depart, he retrieved the jacket, but the laptop was gone. It
was not beneath the bench or on another bench nearby. The waitstaff had not seen it. His friends were not playing a joke on
him. After a sleepless night, he confirmed it this morning, stopping by the pub to talk to the cleanup crew. They had not found
it. The laptop was missing. Stolen, it seems. He looks at you, embarrassed and upset.
You ask him if the laptop contains any personal data from clients, and, sadly, he nods his head, yes. He believes it contains
files on about 100 clients, including names, addresses and governmental identification numbers. He sighs and places his
head in his hands in despair.
From a business standpoint, what is the most productive way to view employee use of personal equipment for work-related
tasks?
A. The use of personal equipment is a cost-effective measure that leads to no greater security risks than are always present
in a modern organization.
B. Any computer or other equipment is company property whenever it is used for company business.
C. While the company may not own the equipment, it is required to protect the business-related data on any equipment used
by its employees.
D. The use of personal equipment must be reduced as it leads to inevitable security risks.

ANSWER: C

QUESTION NO: 9
SCENARIO Please use the following to answer the next question:
Henry Home Furnishings has built high-end furniture for nearly forty years. However, the new owner, Anton, has found some
degree of disorganization after touring the company headquarters. His uncle Henry had always focused on production – not
data processing – and Anton is concerned. In several storage rooms, he has found paper files, disks, and old computers that
appear to contain the personal data of current and former employees and customers. Anton knows that a single break-in
could irrevocably damage the company's relationship with its loyal customers. He intends to set a goal of guaranteed zero
loss of personal information.
To this end, Anton originally planned to place restrictions on who was admitted to the physical premises of the company.
However, Kenneth – his uncle's vice president and longtime confidante – wants to hold off on Anton's idea in favor of
converting any paper records held at the company to electronic storage. Kenneth believes this process would only take one
or two years. Anton likes this idea; he envisions a password-protected system that only he and Kenneth can access.
Anton also plans to divest the company of most of its subsidiaries. Not only will this make his job easier, but it will simplify the
management of the stored data. The heads of subsidiaries like the art gallery and kitchenware store down the street will be
responsible for their own information management. Then, any unneeded subsidiary data still in Anton's possession can be
destroyed within the next few years.
After learning of a recent security incident, Anton realizes that another crucial step will be notifying customers. Kenneth
insists that two lost hard drives in question are not cause for concern; all of the data was encrypted and not sensitive in
nature. Anton does not want to take any chances, however. He intends on sending notice letters to all employees and
customers to be safe.
Anton must also check for compliance with all legislative, regulatory, and market requirements related to privacy protection.
Kenneth oversaw the development of the company's online presence about ten years ago, but Anton is not confident about
his understanding of recent online marketing laws. Anton is assigning another trusted employee with a law background the
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task of the compliance assessment. After a thorough analysis, Anton knows the company should be safe for another five
years, at which time he can order another check. Documentation of this analysis will show auditors due diligence.
Anton has started down a long road toward improved management of the company, but he knows the effort is worth it. Anton
wants his uncle's legacy to continue for many years to come.
Which of Anton's plans for improving the data management of the company is most unachievable?
A. His initiative to achieve regulatory compliance.
B. His intention to transition to electronic storage.
C. His objective for zero loss of personal information.
D. His intention to send notice letters to customers and employees.

ANSWER: A

QUESTION NO: 10
Which of the following controls does the PCI DSS framework NOT require?
A. Implement strong asset control protocols.
B. Implement strong access control measures.
C. Maintain an information security policy.
D. Maintain a vulnerability management program.

ANSWER: A
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